Sample Quiz 1 Questions
Answers

Directions: Please answer the following questions in complete sentences unless otherwise told to do
so. Remember to be specific! PLEASE REMEMBER THESE ARE SAMPLE QUESTIONS!
EVERYTHING FROM THE SYLLABUS THAT HAS BEEN DISCUSSED IN CLASS IS FAIR GAME!!!
1) What is the Berkeley workbook used for in Mrs. Hopkins class?

Do Now’s will be completed in your Berkeley Workbook and must be submitted on Friday every other
week.
2) What must you write with in Mrs. Hopkins class?

Each day you are asked to bring the following tools to class:
1. One solid-coloured three-ring binder (at least 1" thick) with 3 dividers and lined loose-leaf paper.
2. One Berkeley Workbook (provided)
3. Pens (NO PENCILS ARE ALLOWED!!!)
4. Berkeley-issued laptop
5. A POSITIVE ATTITUDE and an OPEN MIND that is ready to work
3) Describe the hall pass procedure in Mrs. Hopkins class?

Hall Pass Policy:
Students must use the restroom before or after class. Three hall passes will be given to each student
each quarter for restroom, locker, etc. You must sign-in and sign-out to use your Hall Pass. You must
complete your hall activity in seven minutes. Failure to do either of these things will result in a loss of
Hall Pass privileges for the entire quarter.
4) What must you sign in on if you are unfortunately late to Mrs. Hopkins class?

Entering the Classroom late/Tardiness
If you are late for class, enter the classroom silently, sign in on the "Tardy sheet" and proceed
immediately to your assigned seat. Failure to sign in on the tardy sheet will result in an unexcused
absence. Classroom disruptions due to tardiness (excused or not) will not be tolerated. Once in your
assigned seat you are to attempt to pick up with the rest of the class. If you are unable to do so raise
your hand for assistance. DO NOT bother other students that arrived to class on time. An accumulation
of more than two tardies in two weeks will result in an after-school detention with Mrs. Hopkins.
Repetitive tardiness will result in harsher disciplinary actions.
5) What percentage of your grade is your Final Assessment worth in your World History and Physical
Geography course in Mrs. Hopkins class?

Physical Geography – 25%
World History – 20%

6) What does it mean to be “prepared to learn?”

Be Prepared

 Dress according to the school dress code. If Mrs. Hopkins asks you to adjust your dress in any way

do not argue. You have received a copy of the dress code and should not have to be asked to be
doing something that you should already be doing.

 Bring your binder, homework and a pen to every class. Do not ask other students for any class

materials upon entering the classroom. It is your responsibility to be prepared every day.

 Come to class fed and well rested! Your mind works best when it is not hungry or sleepy.
7) List 2 of the daily course materials required for Mrs. Hopkins class.

Each day you are asked to bring the following tools to class:
1. One solid-coloured three-ring binder (at least 1" thick) with 3 dividers and lined loose-leaf
paper.
2. One Berkeley Workbook (provided)
3. Pens (NO PENCILS ARE ALLOWED!!!)
4. Berkeley-issued laptop
5. A POSITIVE ATTITUDE and an OPEN MIND that is ready to work
8) Where will you be completing most of your homework assignments in Mrs. Hopkins class?

Most of your homework assignments will be completed online on our class’s Wiki website and will due
the next time our class meets after they are assigned, unless otherwise noted.
9) How often will Do Now and Homework assignments be checked in Mrs. Hopkins class?

Do Now and Homework assignments will be checked daily in Mrs. Hopkins class.
10) How long do you have to make-up quizzes in Mrs. Hopkins class?

You will have a week to make up any missed quizzes. After a module exam has been administered, a
student cannot go back to make-up quizzes within that module.

